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An angel who pilots an angelic World War II P-51 fighter plane comes to find a far middle aged, troubled man...and in a unique way extends help. In that time, together, they fly the fighter in a
series of startling adventures ...right to the edge of Heaven's Gate. The tale is set amidst Northwest Florida's magnificent Emerald Coast. it begins and ends at a small abandonded airfield on
giant Eglin Air Force Base...and over the Emerald Coast beaches and cities of Destin, Fort Walton Beach, and DeFuniak Springs
"Bird's style is to let the POW who lived these experiences tell his story. The effect is dramatic....Bird's book is refreshingly written and delicately told in the words of the POWs. It's entertaining
and a quick read." The Friday Review of Defense Literature
???? ????????·???1902??????????????·????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Trust is as thin as a blade’s edge. Secrets abound. And no one is who they seem. Kalann il Drakk, the First of Chaos, makes a bargain with his brethren, in which the future of civilization
hangs in the balance. Thrust together by a sacred oath, a halfbreed goblin, a misfit elf, and a changeling spy unite in an uneasy alliance. But their mission to learn the truth of the strange
disappearances must wait—for they owe a blood debt to the changeling queen. In the Raveen Mountains, the cornerstones of Naj’s life crumble. Goblins assemble a massive shipment of
crystals for the Borderland—enough to power Ka Radiff for a decade or, with a single spark, blow it apart. In the elfin Riverlands, Alue learns of the clandestine Coalition. Rumors whisper of a
vast conspiracy. But that knowledge pales in comparison to a startling revelation that shatters the foundations of her life. When a dead goblin turns up on the slopes beneath the Veil, Talin has
no choice but to admit to changeling crimes. The tenuous alliance falters. Treachery runs deep and wide. And in the changelings’ jungle, the queen releases her venom. The ground fractures.
And only the truth about il Drakk’s cruel designs has the power to spare their lives.
Travel back in time to the exhilarating story of the first WASPS, the Woman Airforce Service Pilots, who risked their lives, their ambitions, and their dreams to help the war effort during World
War II. Determined to earn their wings in a man’s world, four young women are united by their fearless passion for flying. From the rigors of military flight to their turbulent romances with fellow
officers, to their own private wars for love and respect, Janet Dailey celebrates the courage of women at war in a world where life, time, and love were never more fleeting...and never more
precious.

"Strokes of Genius: Italian Drawings from the Goldman Collection was published in conjunction with an exhibition of the same title organized by and presented at the Art Institute of Chicago from November 1,
2014, to February 1, 2015."
In this world of Mc Aloran's there is no definitive suffering. One accumulates scars like years; not always aware of each day, each slice into flesh. It is both an accumulative living and dying; a horror and a wry
smile at the ongoing absurdity and meaninglessness of existence. from the introduction by Gillian Prew
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"Permit Me to Dream " is a poetry book written by Steven Caulfield from Durham, England. He uses the art of language to explore the realms of this imagination and soul. The book is the result of six years of
reflection and writing.
Trying to make sense of the horrors of World War II, Death relates the story of Liesel--a young German girl whose book-stealing and story-telling talents help sustain her family and the Jewish man they are
hiding, as well as their neighbors.

In this new memoir, Anne Edwards—bestselling author of biographies on Judy Garland, Vivien Leigh, Margaret Mitchell, and Ronald Reagan—turns the spotlight on herself, chronicling her
20-year exile from the United States from the 1950s until the early 1970s.
Solariad of Surazeus - Guidance of Solaria presents 114,920 lines of verse in 1,660 poems, lyrics, ballads, sonnets, dramatic monologues, eulogies, hymns, and epigrams written by Surazeus
2006 to 2011.
March 25th, 2020 - a date that turned a nation of 1.30 billion into something that they can never be - on Pause! Pause from travel, work , and life as they knew it! Yet, their indomitable Spirit
could not be paused. This anthology is a testament to those who can still see suspense, romance, humor, hope, and resilience, even in the confines of quarantine. With the
#WriteYourHeartOut movement by Notion Press, writers all over this nation have kept the fire of creativity going. So Pause the negativity around you and enjoy this anthology of short stories
that reminds us that hope has no Pause!
Linda Ballard Carl’s Quest is a fairy tale adventure for children of all ages, five to one hundred five. Carl is a charismatic commoner who lives in the woods. With the assistance of his
woodland friends, he ventures into a fantastic kingdom. There he sees the beautiful vision of his dreams, Princess Charlotte. She is kidnapped by an evil baron. Carl and three knights set off
on a crusade to rescue her. Along the way, they encounter and overcome many almost impossible obstacles in innovative ways. These brave men cross paths with a dreaded wizard in a black
forest where they are attacked by many things set up by the wizard to prevent their saving the princess. They managed to get through the black forest only to be faced with an impenetrable
castle. Once they manage to gain entry into the castle, Carl and his fellow champions must first locate the princess. Before they can release her from her captives, they are challenged with an
additional impossible quest by the wizard. Time is of the essence as they must fulfill the wizard’s demand before the evil baron forces the princess to become his bride, and the wizard makes
good on his promise to kill them all. They face unusual animals such as a fire-breathing dragon, a flying horse, and a unicorn. Through these ordeals, they are assisted by a young lad, his
crippled brother, and many newfound friends. As this is a fairy tale, it has a very happy ending. 2
First published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
This is not a typical "War Story" that begins "There I was at 25,000 feet with two Me 262 German jets on my tail," even though that actually did happen. Many of those stories have been vividly
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related in some fine books written by real war heroes. Instead, this book begins with an immature 18-year-old boy being inducted into the Army Air Corps in 1942 and follows his day-by-day
activities from Private to Aviation Cadet through the various flying schools - Primary, Basic and Advanced. He finally earns the coveted "Silver Wings" of a pilot as an officer. Later, after
surviving combat missions in an unarmed F-5 (Lockheed P-38 Lightning) photo reconnaissance aircraft in the bloody skies over the Mediterranean Theater of Operations where more than
15,000 brave young airmen of the Fifteenth Air Force perished, he is swiftly rotated back to the United States in preparation for redeployment for the invasion of Japan. This invasion was
mercifully obviated by the atomic bomb. In World War II air superiority made the invasion of Europe possible. Air superiority made the invasion of Japan unnecessary. He details many colorful
experiences, covering his induction, pre-flight and various other flying schools. Tom's accounts about his assignments at San Severo, Italy, with the 32nd Photo Recon Squadron, 5th Photo
Group, Fifteenth Army Air Force, are accurate and explicit with numerous photographs and illustrations added to the book.
965 BCE Upon the death of his father, Solomon has been appointed king of the united monarchy of Israel and Judah and charged with building the Temple of the Lord in Jerusalem. He travels
to Egypt to negotiate with Pharaoh Psusennes II for gold for the temple and to improve relations between the two nations. There he falls in love with the pharaoh’s beautiful daughter, Nicaule,
and the two kings agree to an arranged marriage. Against her will, for she loves another, Nicaule follows her new husband to Israel. Forty years later, Solomon’s empire is on the verge of
collapse. Power has made him arrogant, permissive, and blind to the scheming of his wife and one of his lieutenants to topple the united monarchy. As the king’s faith falters and his people’s
morals collapse, enemies gather at the gates of Israel. A visit from a mysterious queen restores Solomon’s perspective in time to save his soul—but it is too late to preserve his kingdom.
Someone who once was loyal to King Solomon has come back to claim the crown of Israel—and tear Solomon’s empire asunder.
Gothiniad of Surazeus - Oracle of Gotha presents 150,792 lines of verse in 1,948 poems, lyrics, ballads, sonnets, dramatic monologues, eulogies, hymns, and epigrams written by Surazeus
1993 to 2000.
The Beauty of Wings is a magical true story of inner transformation. It unravels the details of author Alexandra Mika’s healing journey, from an excruciatingly painful childhood of bullying,
exclusion, and asthma to her mid-twenties filled with anorexia, pneumonia, panic, and suffocation to near death. Through dedication and determination Alexandra propels herself out of dark
waters and comes home to her natural state of bliss, radiant health, and love. Journey with Alexandra on a pilgrimage of self-awakening through Reiki (energy healing), a profound connection
with an extraordinary horse, connecting deeply with the natural world, yoga, and learning to love herself unconditionally. Through the metaphor of lungs as butterfly wings, readers journey from
the dark isolation of the cocoon into the freedom and majestic nature of the butterfly. The Beauty of Wings reveals the unlimited potential of the human spirit and the capacity within the heart
for healing, transformation, and unconditional love. “The Beauty of Wings is the story of an incredible journey of inner awakening, a story concerned with the task of learning to love oneself.
This remarkable young woman has achieved what we would call “speaking oneself into being” through aligning her inner and outer speech with positive thinking and rising above any and all
of life’s obstacles through determination. Her true story demonstrates the power of consistent positive thoughts to heal the body, heal the mind, and to positively change one’s life.” —Pia
Smith Orleane & Cullen Baird Smith, authors of Conversations With Laarkmaa, Remembering Who We Are and The Return of the Feminine. “With great courage and honesty, Alexandra
shares from the heart her story of struggle and pain, to surrender, healing and empowerment. From suffering to triumph, she speaks her truth and grows her wings to fly to new heights
spreading the message of hope and beauty, as do the butterflies that have always been with her.” —Tara Cindy Sherman, ERYT-500
From USA Today Bestselling author Eva Pohler . . . The next generation must fulfill a revolutionary destiny . . . Hypnos and Jen aren’t married long when they realize something’s missing:
they both want to have a child, especially when they see how happy Therese and Than are with their twins. But the creation of new gods is against the rules, and they aren’t willing to give up
their immortality. Hermie and Hestie never asked to be demigods. Unlike others of their kind, they aren’t interested in going on quests and being the center of a world-changing prophecy. But
when Zeus learns of Apollo’s vision–of the twins finding Prometheus, Zeus’s number one enemy–the hunt for Prometheus begins. Zeus and his allies want to bind Prometheus and kill the
twins before their threat of a revolution becomes a possibility. If Hermie and Hestie don’t find the Titan first, they have no chance of fulfilling their destiny or of surviving Zeus’s threat against
them. For lovers of Greek mythology, paranormal romance, and action adventure stories. "I could not put these down."--Shawahna, Goodreads Reviewer ????? "A jam packed and emotional
story! This series was an amazing adventure. You won't be able to put this down for a second. Mythology at its finest!"--Southernmermaid85, Goodreads Reviewer ????? "Absolutely loved this
series!"--Brie Strauss ????? "A box set worth having! The way Eva writes will forever leave me in awe. You won’t regret this series or the author who wrote it."--Dee Sherriece Wag ?????
Grab your copy to continue the exciting adventure today!

Originally published: Great Britain: Hodder Children's Books, 2013.
????:??????????????????????,???????,??????????????.??,??????????,???????????.??????,??????,??????????????.
“Absorbing . . . Béchard’s masterful, adventure-driven reporting delivers an inspiring account of an all-too-rare ecological success story.” —Booklist Bonobos have captured the
public imagination, due not least to their famously active sex lives. Less well known is the fact that these great apes don’t kill their own kind, and that they share nearly 99% of
our DNA. Their approach to building peaceful coalitions and sharing resources has much to teach us, particularly at a time when our violent ways have pushed them to the brink
of extinction. Animated by a desire to understand bonobos and learn how to save them, Deni Ellis Béchard traveled into the Congo. Empty Hands, Open Arms is the account of
this journey. Along the way, we see how partnerships between Congolese and Westerners, with few resources but a common purpose and respect for indigenous knowledge,
have resulted in the protection of vast swaths of the rainforest. And we discover how small solutions—found through openness, humility, and the principle that poverty does not
equal ignorance—are often most effective in tackling our biggest challenges. Combining elements of travelogue, journalism, and natural history, this incomparably rich book takes
the reader not only deep into the Congo, but also into our past and future, revealing new ways to save the environment and ourselves. “Riveting [and] surprisingly uplifting.”
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—David Suzuki, author of The Sacred Balance “The embodiment of the type of reporting that we dream of reading, but all too rarely encounter—intelligent, engaged, and above all,
astonishingly perceptive.” —Dinaw Mengestu, author of The Beautiful Things That Heaven Bears Also published as Of Bonobos and Men.
Condemned to burn in the eighth circle of Dante's Hell, Odysseus, legendary thief and liar of Homer's Odyssey and Iliad, decides he is going to break out. His adventure begins
with a prayer to Athena Parthenos, who appears to him bearing gifts: his armor, his famous bow, a mysterious leather pouch, and seven unusual arrows. She then sends him on
a quest through the Underworld along with Diomedes, his friend from the Trojan War who had been sharing in his eternal punishment. To complete their escape, the goddess
warns them, they must recover their squandered honor and learn to use "the eighth arrow". At turns exciting, humorous, and edifying, this action-packed epic follows Odysseus
and Diomedes as they journey through all the circles of Dante's Hell, where they encounter various characters from Greek mythology, ancient history, and Renaissance literature,
including Helen of Troy, Cerberus, Penelope, Homer, Harpies, Centaurs, and eventually Satan himself. With witty banter and wily stratagems, the two Greek warriors fight their
way through the obstacles that stand between them and redemption. The Eighth Arrow is a thoroughly entertaining jailbreak story. Full of allusions to great works of old, it is also
gently educational, and as such it can be read as a guide or a companion to Dante's Inferno and the works of Homer.
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